
ABSTRACT

The growth of volume and variety of data along with the velocity it is produced

has increased the complexity of building predictive models with speed and

accuracy. To address this problem, the organizations are migrating to in-

database processing platforms which reduce the volume constraints of

traditional analytic tools and allows the processing of larger datasets by pushing

down the computation to the database systems itself. In this paper, we highlight
the advances of in-database processing and analytics.

MOTIVATION
Traditional analytical tools first extract data from the database to working memory

(In-application), to continue performing data preparation, integration, and

cleaning tasks. Organizations are adopting in-database processing platforms to

tackle the limitations introduced by the big volume and variety in traditional

analytic tools. It allows the processing of larger datasets by pushing down the

computation to the database systems itself.

In-database analytics, also known as in-database processing is a model where

the data processing is performed into the database instead of shipping the data to

analytical applications. Such a model aims to build analytical implementations in

charge of computing statistics, correlations, feature selection, regression, or

clustering analysis within the database where the data is located.

- Performance-enhancing features of the underlying database

- Eliminate the cost of transforming and loading data into other tools

- Reduces processing time from hours to seconds

- Avoids security breaches

- Guarantees the freshness of the data

- Accurate repeatable analysis

TRADITIONAL DATA ANALYTICS 
SYSTEMS

IN-DATABASE IN RELATIONAL 
DATABASES

In order to speed up critical analytical workloads, in-database analytics were

performed in in relational databases with help of stored procedures. Stored

procedures reside in a central database, help reducing network traffic and

improving query performance, then data retrieval and analysis are much faster

and data is more secure because it does not move from the enterprise data
warehouse.
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DISTRIBUTED ML LIBRARIES

1-) ScalaNLP

Breeze is a numerical processing and machine learning.

Epic is a natural language processing and structured prediction toolkit written in

Scala.(tokenization, sentence segmentation, syntactic parsing, named entity

recognition).

Puck is a lightning-fast syntactic parser that uses GPUs to do its processing. 

Currently, it is only available in English.

2-) Spark Mllib
• Basic statistics

• Collaborative filtering

• k-means Clustering

• Dimensionality reduction

• Feature extraction and transformation

• Optimization

• Classification and regression

3-) Flink MLlib

• Machine Learning suitable for stream processing

• Iterates its data by using its streaming architecture

Nowadays most of the data required to build more accurate analytic models do not

fit in memory. In consequence, parallelization, in-database analytics, and data

localization have gained terrain and we can find several research groups and

organizations in the Industry working on implementations related to this area.

Unfortunately designing distributed ML algorithms is highly complicated and

developing distributed ML packages becomes platform dependent. Furthermore,

being an immature field we observed there are no standardized measures to

evaluate distributed algorithms. In the other hand, if we would like to go deeper into

in-database we should look for processing in lower layers of the architectures. One

of the approaches that could be implemented is pushing operations to disk.

Acknowledging, that filtering operations happen very late in most cases when a

query is executed, the aim of pushing predicates to disk is that moving filtering to
an earlier phase boosts the query execution performance.
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